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Abstract: Abstract: Abstract: Abstract: Abstract: In the archaeological and palaeogeographical literature, it is relatively frequent to
find groups of radiocarbon dates of too close values. Too close means here that the dates
exhibit no other variability than that of random origin, quantified by the given measurement
errors. The chi-squared statistic seems to be appropriate to test, if the given group of dates is
of random variability, of larger variability (what is typical) or of too small variability. The last
case is hard to explain.
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1. PREREQUISITES TO THE PROBLEM

Taking into consideration any group of radiocarbon
dates, one logical constraint is to be fulfilled in every case;
this constraint is of statistical nature.

As a “group of dates” can be considered dates connected
with one site, one problem, archaeological culture, etc.
In principle, however, from the logical point of view, it is not
necessary for dates to be connected by some link. It may
be important, since the question what does it mean “one site”
or “one problem” may not have an unequivocal answer.

The mentioned constraint and, at the same time, the
subject of this paper is relevant to the case of group of
dates which cover a relatively narrow time span.

In connection with the meaning of the notion of
a group of dates, one remark about some important point
of the typical statistical reasoning needs to be made here.
Namely, it is not a correct way to search for special piece
of reality (eg. very close dates), and then to test statisti-
cally whether it is not too special. In principle, a randomly
taken group of radiocarbon dates can be tested for some
statistical property. However, it is difficult to strictly ful-
fil the necessary statistical assumptions. Anyway, obtain-
ing some quantification of some statistical parameters can
be informative and prompt to further thinking.

An example of a group of dates close one to another
is: 8760±50, 8720±70, 8880±60, 8850±50 and 8880±50
BP (Table 1, column No. 3). The dates are given here in
the same order as in the original paper (Dahl et al., 2002).
Considered here are “groups”, not “sequences” of dates;
therefore, the order of dates is irrelevant. With the
stratigraphical sequences of dates another interesting sta-

tistical question is connected: how probable is the strict
resemblance of the stratigraphical order by the radiocar-
bon dates.

Here conventional radiocarbon dates are considered.
The technique used below is well applicable to the typi-
cal, normally distributed variables, while it would not be
so straightforward to repeat the considerations in the case
of calibrated dates. However, the general idea is relevant
to both types of data presentation.

2. IMPLICATIONS OF THE STATISTICAL MEANING
OF A CONVENTIONAL RADIOCARBON DATE

The sentence age of 5000±50 BP means no more, and
no less, that the age of the given sample is given by the
normal (Gaussian) probability distribution (with the ex-
pected value 5000 and dispersion 50). It means that, for
example: probability that the true age of the sample is 5000
BP is equal to 0.00798, probability of age 4950 is 0.00484,
and so on (see Fig. 1). The values of probability are low
because the total probability (equal to 1) is distributed
(unequally) among many years (in principle, among infi-
nitely many).

On the one hand, age of 5000±50 BP means that the
real age of the sample may be 5050, or 5100 etc. with the
lower or higher probability. On the other hand, however,
dating a sample of the real radiocarbon age 5000 BP with
a precision ±50, one can say that the dating result (to be
obtained) is normally distributed, according to 5000±50.
This second point of view is a theoretical one, since we
don’t know what is the real age of the sample, while we
do know the date (5000±50 BP).
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In Fig. 1, models of date are given. The diamonds rep-
resent dates (organized in four groups of 20 dates). The
points can equally well represent the real ages of samples,
for which, the dating result is 5000±50, or results of
repeated dating of sample of age 5000 (with the dating
precision ±50). The second approach despite being
abstract is useful to the following considerations.

3. GROUP OF DATES

Two mutually exclusive cases are possible when consid-
ering the group of dates: all samples are of equal true age,
or not all samples are of equal age. The first case, of course,
is a rare one. Logically simple, the proposed classification
of groups needs, in fact, some clarification. The question
is in the definition of the equality of ages. In principle, an
age is given by the real number (for example 5017.37530452
years BP). As a rule we confine ourselves to the precision of
single years or 5 or 10 years. It is connected with the dating
precision. The ages of two samples can be treated as equal
if the difference between them is small in comparison with
the dating precision. For example, if the dating error is 50 yr,
than the ages 4980, and 4990 can be treated as equal. It is
valid for both points of view: true ages which differ less than
10 yr cannot be expected to be different in radiocarbon da-
ting with the precision ±50, and, as well, two dates (4980±50
and 4990±50 BP) shouldn’t be treated as different.

Repeated dating of one sample (example: Damon
et al., 1989) will not give the same results. For example,
the probability that the difference between two repeated
dates will be less than 10 yr (for dating precision ±50)
is only 0.11. Of course, it is assumed that the dating pre-
cision (σ) is well estimated by the radiocarbon laboratory.
It means (in some sense), that no other than statistical
errors are expected.

In the already mentioned group of dates (Table 1, col-
umn 3), two are equal (8880 BP), within the 10 yr preci-
sion. Such a situation is possible. The probability that two
dates will be equal in a group of dates, increases with the
group size. However, the reasonable observer expects not
too many equal dates. The group of dates: 8880±50,
8880±60, 8880±40, 8880±50 and 8880±70 BP is cer-
tainly dubious.

All what can be done in order to rescue such group of
dates is to accept that all five samples were of equal age.
Unfortunately, this is not enough. Anyway, we can do
nothing more; the samples can’t have ages more equal,
than simply equal.

It is a very low probability, equal to 0.00004, that five
samples would give equal ages (assuming 50 yr dating
error, and 10 yr round-off). It means that an event hap-
pened which can happen about once per 24,000 groups
of samples. This is the statistical reason for doubts. Such
an event is possible; however, it should be very rare. In the
typical statistical hypothesis testing, the so-called signifi-
cance level is assumed. It is the value of arbitrarily cho-
sen low probability, frequently 0.05.

The example of five equal ages is extreme, however;
a group of only too close dates also can be dubious. For
example such an (artificial) group of dates: 8890±50,
8840±70, 8880±60, 8850±50 and 8880±50 BP (Fig. 2),
is dubious. Why?

Fig. 1. Probability distribution of the true sample age, in the case of date 5000±50 BP (the bell-curve). The squares in the first row
indicate the “theoretical” distribution of 20 dates, according to the given probability distribution. The diamonds in four rows below are
examples of groups consisting of 20 “real” ages. (All diamonds can be treated as an illustration of one group of 80 dates, as well.)

Fig. 2. The group consisted of five dates of too close values
(plotted in ascending order). The group is dubious even if it is
assumed that all samples were of equal age.
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4. THE CHI-SQUARED STATISTICS

Dates are necessarily attributed with errors; in this
example the measurement error is about ±50 yr. It is
possible, even most probable, for a date to have its value
equal to that of the true sample age. However, it is far
from probable that all 5 dates will have such a good luck.
The spread connected with the dating error, must mani-
fest itself.

The problem is standard in mathematical statistics.
The following procedure can be applied here: (1) calcu-
late the weighted average for the group of dates, (2) sub-
tract the obtained average from the dates, (3) divide re-
sulted values by the respective errors, (4) take squares of
the obtained values, (5) sum up all squares. The obtained
sum, it is the so-called chi-squared statistic. The probabil-
ity distribution of chi-squared is well known (Fig. 3).

The normalized normal random variables have values
of the order of 1. So do squares of these variables. The
sum of 5 of such squares may be expected to be about 5.
However, in the case of the group of 5 dates, the average
value has been calculated and subtracted from the dates.
As a result, the “efficient” number of dates is only 4,
it the so-called degrees of freedom of chi-squared.

The group of dates from Fig. 2 gave chi-squared 0.6,
the value below 0.71 which is the boundary of the area of
too low chi-squares (see Fig. 3). It means that an event of
low probability (0.05) happened. It is a strange and dubi-
ous situation, like in the case of throwing 6 coins and ob-
taining all heads (or tails). It is not very strange, but is
expected, on average, only once per 20 times.

The chi-squared distribution has two tails. The right
one, however, is not interesting in the case of considering
a group of radiocarbon dates. If the chi-squared is too
large (for 5 dates, larger than 9.5), the simple answer is
that samples were of different age – the typical case.

However, too low value of chi-squared really causes a
problem. The following two answers are possible:

1. The errors of dates were overestimated in the labo-
ratory. The given values (±50, ±70, ...yr) are too high,
and in fact they are lower. It is, however, hard to be ex-
pected, that laboratory sells dates as not very precise, while
they are, in fact, more precise.

2. The considered group of dates was found, as an
extreme from among about 20 similar cases of groups of
samples of equal ages (within group).

In either case, the corollary is strongly supported, that
the dated samples are of equal age.

The already mentioned group of real dates (Table 1,
column 3) has chi-squared 6.3. It is not the most prob-
able value 2, see Fig. 3), however, it is well within the “al-
lowed” area or reasonable probabilities. The value 6.3 is
higher than the expected value of the probability distri-
bution, what makes weak (very weak) indication that
samples can be, in fact, of slightly different ages.

To the group of dates which has the chi-squared value
below the respective upper statistical limit (Fig. 3), the fol-
lowing line of reasoning applies. The simplest possible
hypothesis considering the group of samples of unknown
age is that all of them have the same age. In a typical case,
such a hypothesis is rejected under strong evidence com-
ing with the radiocarbon dates, namely the dates are too
different within the group (chi-squared is much higher than
the upper statistical limit). However, if no such evidence
exists, because the chi-squared is below the upper limit, the
hypothesis about the equality of sample ages cannot be re-
jected. In fact, the scientist is forced to accept, that all
samples are of the same age. In particular, any inferences
about the time span of the culture have no grounding.

5. THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL CULTURE TIME SPAN

The example number 5 in Table 1 has chi-squared
(11.5) well within the statistical boundaries. The probabil-
ity to obtain higher value is 0.4, consequently, the prob-
ability to obtain lower value is 0.6. So, it is evident that
the obtained value is in very good agreement with the
assumption of the equality of all sample ages. In other
words, there is absolutely no reason to reject that hypoth-
esis. If so, how it is possible to calculate the time span for
the culture dated by the group of given samples? The
answer is that the time span can’t be calculated if all
samples have the same age. Of course, it is unreasonable
to accept that the time span is equal to zero; probably the
samples are of slightly different age. Anyway, there are
no grounds to calculate the time span.

Fig. 3. Chi-squared probability
distribution (in the case of four
degrees of freedom). The marked
tails have a probability 0.05 (the
lower, and the higher; both have
probability 0.1).
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In opposition to the time span, the time position of the
culture, in such a case, is easy to be calculated, it is simply
the weighted average of the dates. In principle, the calcu-
lation of the average value in the other case, i.e. when
samples are expected to be of different ages, is not strictly
correct. The meaning of such an average is not clear.

For the mentioned example 5 (Table 1), the difference
between the oldest and the youngest date is 115 years. The
radiocarbon dates does not disproof the hypothesis that
the time span of the culture is, say, 100 or 120 yr. How-
ever, the origin of such a hypothesis is to be independent
of the dates. Its origin should be somewhere else. Such
a hypothesis, by no means comes from the given radio-
carbon dates.

In the next example group (Table 1, Column 6), there
are as many as 28 dates. The chi-squared is slightly above

the upper limit. The difference between the oldest and
the youngest date here is 220 years. In comparison to
example 5, the chi-squared is really relatively higher (41.9
(16.2-40.1), 11.5 (3.0-18.3)), however, what is more im-
portant, the number of samples is higher. For 28 random
numbers, the expected range is higher than in the case of
11 samples. It is not strange, that the lottery player has
won after many trials; it is rare to win in the first game.
The 28 radiocarbon dates indicate a posteriori nothing else
but one (average) age for all samples.

Once again it is worth mentioning, that since samples
cannot have ages more equal than simply equal, the case
from the column 1 (Table 1) is to be treated as strange.
It is hard to explain a chi-squared below the lower statis-
tical limit.

No 1 2 3 4 5 6

Dates 3545±40 2970±35 8760±50 3680±100 2935±40 4040±50 3920±60

3540±45 2960±40 8720±70 3670±60 2930±40 4020±50 3915±40

3540±40 2955±40 8880±60 3650±80 2910±35 3990±65 3910±40

3540±30 2950±40 8850±50 3560±110 2890±30 3980±80 3905±45

3525±30 2925±40 8880±50 3540±80 2860±30 3960±45 3900±60

3520±35 3580±60 2875±40 3930±60 3895±45

3515±30 2850±35 3920±60 3890±50

3505±35 2845±35 3890±60 3880±50

3490±45 2870±50 4030±60 3870±60

2820±30 4040±35 3870±45

2830±40 4010±100 3850±50

3990±35 3820±80

3980±45 3900±35

3950±60 3860±40

chi-squared 1.8 0.80 6.3 2.9 11.5 41.9

limits of chi 2.7 - 15.5 0.71 - 9.5 0.71 - 9.5 1.15 - 11.1 3.9 - 18.3 16.2 – 40.1

Reference Makarowicz, Makarowicz, Dahl et al., Kadrow Ignaczak and Czebreszuk

 2001 2001 2002 and Machnik, 1997 Œlusarska-Michalik, and Szmyt, 2001

2003

Table 1. Examples (not randomly chosen from the literature) of groups of dates with low values of chi-squared. Given limits of
chi-squared (Fig. 3) indicate range of chi-squared values, which are statistically accepted, under the assumption that all dated samples
has been of equal age. For both boundaries (lower and upper), independently, the significance level 0.05 is used.

No 1a 1b 1c 2a 2b 2c

Dates 4510±55 4525±55 4510±55 3895±45 3895±45 4380±40

4450±55 4525±55 4450±55 3910±40 3910±40 4370±50

4470±55 4490±55 4405±55 3990±35 3990±35 4385±45

4405±55 4525±55  4380±40 4400±50

4525±55 4370±50 4415±45

4490±55 4385±45 4420±55

4400±50 4480±40

4415±45 4490±40

4420±55 4520±45

4480±40 4525±45

4490±40

4520±45

4525±45

 chi-squared 1.9 0.3 3.8 374 16.1 3.7

limits of chi 0.35 - 7.8 0.10 - 6.0 1.63 - 12.6 5.2 - 21 3.3 - 16.9 0.10 - 6.0

Reference Hügi and Michel-Tobler, 2004 Szmyt, 2000

Table 2. Examples of pairs of groups of dates with low chi-squared (description, see Table 1). Re-arranged data are in bold.
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6. TWO GROUPS OF DATES

Typical statistical reasoning in comparing two groups
of data can be summarised in two steps:

1. Check the a priori assumption that the groups are
homogeneous, i.e. that they are groups of measurements
of the same quantity (of the same age). It can be done
with the use of chi-squared, calculated within groups.

2. If the answer to the question (1) is ‘yes’ then check
the hypothesis that the quantities represented by the
groups are equal. Typically the averages are compared,
whether they are significantly different or not.

However, in step (2), as well as in (1), the chi-squared
value calculated for all measurements (from both groups)
can be used. As an example, dates given in column 1a and
1b from Table 2 can be used. There are four and three
dates of two objects. Chi-squared, in both cases is pretty
well within the statistically “allowed” range. It means that
the groups are homogeneous; 4 samples and 3 samples
were of equal age, respectively. Moreover, the group ob-
tained by joining both groups together (1c), is homoge-
neous, as well. It means that both ages, for both groups
are equal. In other words: all 7 samples are of equal age.

Not so clear is the following reasoning applied to the
dates from column 2a (Table 2). Here the evidently non-
homogenous group is represented (chi-squared 374).
It is easy, however, to find two subgroups: the first three
dates and the remaining dates. They are really subgroups,
because the chi-squared for both (2b and 2c) are within
the range of reasonable probability. However, the origi-
nal group of dates (2a) has an objective reason to be the
group, since the samples are taken from one object. Divi-
sion of that group into two smaller, is, in principle subjec-
tive. It is not a good way of statistical reasoning to find
firstly the proper point of division, than to divide the
group, and finally to be happy that the division is construc-
tive, i.e. really diminishes the total chi-squared. However,
what is typical in statistics, strongly depends on the level
of statistical significance. In the given example (2a-2c),
the chi-square starts from 374, to get 16.1+3.7=19.8  ≈20,
as a result of the decision that in fact there are two sepa-
rate groups of dates.

7. SUMMARY

The error reported with conventional radiocarbon
date has a clear statistical meaning, it is an estimate of
the standard deviation of the probability distribution of
true radiocarbon age. It is not typical situation in technical
or physical measurements, and it results from the "sim-
plicity" of the statistical character of counting of 14C dis-
integrations or directly, 14C atoms. That good opportunity
is to be exploited, and it is. For example, precise calcula-
tion of the complicated distribution of calibrated date,
depend deeply on the exact value of error. From the point
of view of the date user, as well as date producer, it is much
better for the date error to be lesser than larger. However,
if given value of error have been obtained in the measure-
ment, it does operate in two directions. Error not only

gives the possibility to the true age to be different from
the reported date, by one or two (say) errors, but also gives
kind of duty to the true age to be different. While, for the
true age it is, of course, the most probable to be equal to
the reported date, it is not the most probable case that
the absolute value of the deviation will be zero. The ex-
pected value of deviation is about 80% of error. It means
that in case of more dates, the average deviation can be
relatively precisely estimated. And, the deviation cannot
be too small. While there are many reasons for deviation
of true ages from reported dates to be higher than those
related to the statistical error, there is no reason why de-
viation would be too small. Simple statistical procedure,
with chi-squared distribution is proposed to test statisti-
cal significance of small deviations of dates. If the obtained
chi-squared value is too small (according to some signifi-
cance level) it means that things are too good (to be true),
i.e. dates are too "consistent".
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